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SAP Fiori (Launchpad) on SAP Enterprise Portal
Why SAP Fiori on SAP Enterprise Portal?
SAP Fiori is the user experience (UX) design principle for SAP software. It applies modern design principles for a completely reimagined user experience.
SAP Fiori launchpad running on SAP Enterprise Portal contributes to the alignment of the SAP UI clients with the Fiori UX design. It is delivered as a
multi-channel portal framework page following the Fiori design guidelines while leveraging the portal underlying technology and administration processes.

What are the Benefits?
New and highly improved user experience for end users
Renovation of Portal UX according to modern SAP Fiori design. Aligned look&feel of Portal and
business applications.

Easy configuration in the existing administration environment of Portal
Reuse of the existing admin concepts as role creation, permissions and configuration in the familiar Portal
admin environment.
Responsive Design and Mobile Consumption

Based on SAPUI5; providing end users a coherent user experience across devices and consumption channels.
Flexibility: two Portal flavors on the same platform
Ajax Framework Page for desktop, admin and power user scenarios & Fiori Framework Page for cross device,
application Portal and end user scenarios

Which Release do you need?
SAP NetWeaver 7.5 (recommended);
for more information: see SAP EP 7.5 presentation
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New out-of-the-box Fiori Framework Page to display the complete SAP Fiori launchpad in the Portal
Integration of single Fiori apps into the traditional L-shape Portal navigation (limited numbers of apps)
The ability for administrators to configure content for different devices
Supported content types (SAP Fiori transactional apps, analytical apps, factsheets, Portal iViews and
pages incl. Web Dynpro apps, customer SAPUI5, SAP Fiori apps, native apps)
 Consumption of all Fiori apps types from the ABAP front-end server via “remote catalogs”
 The option for end users to create their own device-specific home pages, according to their needs
 APIs and plugins that enable you to extend and customize SAP Fiori launchpad
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